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1.    Introduction

.

Read the manual before installing and using the dust separator system.

,  ; 

, , , .

The dust separator is designed to separate dust particles and granulate.

The size and performance of the dust separator is designed to suit the type of 

plastics waste involved.

The dust separator system has been designed to make routine maintenance,

material changes, service and cleaning as quick and simple as possible.

.

All service must be done by trained service personal.

, .

If you have any questions, please contact your local representative or our 

company.
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2.    Technical specification

    Overall size of the machine

   Dust separator ( h)  450 660mm

   Vacuum cleaner (l w h)    860 440 1760mm

DS-23/30:

   Dust separator ( h)    600 1030mm

   Vacuum cleaner (l w h)    920 500 2610mm

DS-36:
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3.    Function description

 :

, .

General:

The dust separator system is designed to separate dust particles and granulate before

use.

The dust separator system is controlled by main switch.

, .

The blower transports the milled plastic to cyclone for air separation.

, . , 

, .

The milled plastic falls down into dust separator, which separates the dust particles 

and granulate.  The granulate falls down out of the separator and into a container, 

whereas the dust particles are sucked up into a vacuum cleaner, where the dust and 

air are separated.

, .

After this treatment, the granulate is ready for re-use in production machinery.

, , .

The dust separator system is easy to clean. The dust separator can be opened and 

the vacuum cleaner has quick release couplings to the air sack and the dust collection

sack.
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4.    Safety instructions

Electrical installation must only be carried out by authorised personnel.

Before the vacuum cleaner is opened for service and maintenance.

Break the current with the switch and pull the vacuum cleaner plug out.

5. Installation

, 5 .

.

Read through all of chapter 5 before operating the dust separator system.

The dust separator must be only connected to the mains by a competent 

electrician.

5.1    Measures before first start

, .  , .

The unpainted components of the dust separator have been protected by oil before

delivery and transport.

Clean the rust prevention compound from the dust separator before it is taken into

service.

5.2   Connection

. SG-23/30 146mm; SG-36/46 250mm.

. SG-23/30 4 , SG-36/46 4 2.

, .

, .

Fix the dust separator beneath the cyclone with hose caliber 146mm for SG-23/30, and 

146mm for SG-36/46.

Connect the transporting hose. With hose caliber 4 ith hose caliber 4 2

for SG-36/46.

Install the vacuum cleaner with the air and dust collection sacks.

Install a container beneath the dust separator for the granulate.

" "

" for SG-23/30, w "

: , 

NOTE! If a sack is used to collect granulate, make sure that there is a free

air space (air inlet) between the dust separator and the sack opening.
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5.3    Electrical connection

.

Connect the electrical wire of the blower to the granulator.

DS-23/30    Installation layout
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DS-36    Installation layout
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6.    Operation and daily maintenance

6.1    Starting and stopping

.

Start and stop the machine by means of the main switch on granulator.

6.2    Inspection

6.2.1 
         Daily inspection

Air sack and dust sack.  Check that the air sack and dust sack are undamaged.  

Replace damaged sacks at once.

, , .

Transport hose.  Check that the transport hose is undamaged.  Replace damaged

hose at once.

, .

Check that all nozzles are securely tightened.

, , .

Dust sack.  Check that the dust sack is not full.  Empty filled sacks at once.

. , .

Granulate container.  Check that the granulate container is securely closed beneath

the dust separator.  Adjust the granulate container so that it rests straight undrneath

the dust separator.

, , .

Check the contents of the granulate container.  Empty filled granulate containers at 

once.
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6.2.2 
         Weekly inspection

, .

Cable. Check the electrical connection of the vacuum cleaner for wear and other damage.

Replace damaged leads at once.

6.3    Cleaning

300 , . 

Clean each time the material color is changed, or at least once/300 hours.

       , .

       Disconnect the power supply before cleaning.

1. .

    First clean the equipment internally.

2. .

    Check and clean the dust separator as necessary.

3. , .

    Take the dust separator to pieces, open the hatches and blow clean with compressed 

    air. 

4. , .

    Empty and clean the granulate container.

5. , .

    Shake the air sack to allow any dust particles to fall down into the dust sack.

6. , .

    Install removed assembly in order.
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